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A Message from the President

On August 1, 2005, our University was upgraded to become National Hsinchu University of Education. Since 1945, the University had undergone three transformations. In the transforming processes, the University has been expanded with its multiple objectives, and its commitment to academic research has become strong. Our determination to promote educational and cultural development has been as firm as ever.

NHCUE has always been one of the cradles of elementary school and pre-school teachers in Taiwan. The University stands out in the local areas due to its accomplishments in education and arts. As well, the University has created a community network with nearby prefectures through providing supervisory services for elementary school and pre-school practitioners.

While the tradition of promoting educational and cultural development will be continued at NHCUE, new transformations will also be undertaken. To cope with the rapid changes in Taiwan, some departments at NHCUE will be transformed into those enhancing specific professional abilities and developing artists of various kinds.

This catalogue will introduce you the history and future prospects of NHCUE as well as detailed information about the faculty and curricula. It is hoped that you will find NHCUE an inspiring institute of higher education for you. Your suggestions and comments are most welcome.

Hsieng-Cheng Tseng
President
National Hsinchu University of Education
October 11, 2005